after all, it is not such a convincing argument, nor does it make up in manliness what it lacks in polish. If the day comes, which may Heaven forefend, when there is danger of Harvard absorbing, assimilating or applying what merging process you will, to Technology, then let every true Tech man send his dignified protest to the Corporation. Meanwhile it should be noted that it would be lack of endowment which would drive Technology to such a step. There is food for thought in this for every loyal graduate.

---

ALL OUT FOR THE TRACK TEAM.

ON Tuesday, March 22, the Track Team began training for the spring meets. The amount of new material which has shown itself at the indoor meets this year, together with the large nucleus of last year's men still remaining, lead those who have followed the track work to hope for a team which will at least equal and perhaps surpass the good record of last year.

This year there are nearly 1600 students at Tech; among so many there is surely material for an excellent team, and hard work will bring it out. Can you help? If you are large, perhaps you can throw the hammer or put the shot; if you are small, you may be just the man for the hundred-yard dash or the two-mile run, or the high jump. Never tried? Then how do you know you can't do good work? Don't leave all the work of upholding Tech's honor on the track to a few—come out and work; and then, if you should fail of making the team, come out and "root," and let our men hear a Tech yell when their breath's all out, and they are "all in," with the tape still thirty yards away. Let every man do his best, whether in one way or another, for the team. The Track Team is all we have left of Institute athletics; all our efforts are, or should be, concentrated on that one team. Let's have a good one! All out for the Tech Track Team!

---

THE TECHNIQUE RUSH.

THE Technique Board has decided to have this year's rush on the lawn, between Rogers and Walker. Even last year's rush was large enough to show that this event in Junior week has outgrown being an indoor sport. In the long ago some men did not cut the last two hours on the Thursday of Junior week and the rush was small enough to be held indoors. Now that the rush has come to be one of the real events in Junior week, and every one who is some one either gets into the jam itself or encourages the game from the side lines, the lawn is the best place for it. As in the case of every other good idea, one wonders that it was not thought of before. The Technique Board are to be congratulated for having discovered a means for campus meetings. We should say to every one in general, "Better be in," and to Freshmen in particular, "Don't wear your new hats."

---

Advisory Council Meeting.

The Advisory Council at their last meeting voted T's to the following members of the Basket Ball Team: Howard C. Blake, William E. H. Mathison, Charles R. Burleigh, Elmer W. Wiggin, John W. Ager.

T's were granted to the three men who composed the Fencing Team, which won in the Quadrangular Meet at Cambridge, March 4, namely: Lage, Gatewood, and Riley.

It was also voted that interclass baseball between the Classes of '06 or '07 be officially sanctioned by the Advisory Council, and that the nine members of the team winning the class championship be allowed to wear numerals, and that two substitutes of the winning team be also allowed to wear numerals, such substitutes to be named in writing by the captains of both teams by mail advices to the chairman of the Advisory Council on the day preceding the first match game.